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Introduction
Against the background of the current low interest rate environment, guarantees are of key importance in pension saving schemes for policyholders and product providers. On the one hand, they provide a minimum payoff at maturity or a minimum interest rate for policyholders, for instance, but on the other hand, they can reduce the performance of the pension product to a substantial extent. We thus focus on Risks 2015, 3
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates the article selection process, specifies and classifies how performance of pension products is measured in the literature and gives an overview of the relevant pension saving contracts. Section 3 provides the comparative review of the selected articles that assess the impact of guarantees on the performance of pension saving products and Section 4 summarizes and gives concluding remarks.
Methodology and Analysis
As previously indicated, the aim of this paper is to assess the impact of guarantees in pension saving products on their performance based on the literature. In order to fulfill this research question, we start out by conducting a systematic literature review to provide a selection of relevant articles.
Literature Review
In what follows, we describe the article selection process leading to our choice of relevant articles that are examined in more depth subsequently. First of all, we draw our attention to relevant journals in the field of risk and insurance and actuarial science (journal selection). Out of the universe of the finance literature, 14 relevant journals were identified with the help of ABS and VHB rankings and journal lists. [34] and Google Scholar [35] are used and we did not apply any restrictions with respect to the time horizon for the selection of papers. The systematic article selection process resulted in eight articles that are further classified and examined in the following sections and is illustrated in Table 1 . 
Keywords
In topic In papers -"performance" and any of the words "guarantee"/"pension"/"life insurance" -Number of papers 91 2085 -After screening process 2 5 * 1
Notes: * the search results contain the two additional papers that can also be found in the Web of Science [34] database. Table 1 shows the article selection process consisting of two steps. First, online databases are used to scan the journals for relevant articles that contain defined keywords as search criteria and supplemented by a manual search for working papers at relevant institutions. The set of keywords consists of the word "performance" in combination with any of the words "guarantee"/"pension"/"life insurance". While in the case of the Web of Science [34] database, these keywords are searched for in the topic of the article, i.e., in an article's title, keywords, and abstract, resulting to about 90 papers. In the case of the Risks 2015, 3
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Google Scholar [35] database the keywords can appear anywhere in the paper, i.e., in all text, which results to about 2000 potential papers. In a second step, these potential papers were manually scanned based on their title to identify the relevant articles for our research question leading to eight papers after this screening process (including the result of the manual search) that are classified and studied in more depth in the subsequent section.
Performance Measurement of Pension Saving Schemes
The final sample of eight articles is then examined more closely and classified according to two major characteristics, namely the type of guarantee under study and the performance measurement approach. The results show that, primarily, two major types of guarantees are analyzed explicitly or implicitly by the papers with respect to their impact on product performance comprising cliquet-style guarantees and point-to-point guarantees, which we focus on in what follows. First, cliquet-style guarantees (in the form of interest rate guarantees) that have been the predominant guarantee type in traditional life insurance contracts are considered, and second, point-to-point guarantees (as money-back guarantees) that play an important role in numerous innovative contract designs are studied (see, e.g., Gatzert and Schmeiser [20] ).
A next criterion to classify the papers is the performance measurement approach. The considered studies exhibit that performance and the reduction in performance due to a guarantee are measured by approaches that can be divided into two groups. The one approach calculates the distribution of maturity payoffs and applies several performance and risk measures, whereas the other approach determines internal rates of return (IRR) of a pension product that are compared to the corresponding rates of a trivial benchmark strategy. A first overview providing the studies and their classifications with respect to performance measurement (and the two fundamental types of guarantees) is given in Table 2 .
The first approach (left column in Table 2 ) calculates the distribution of a contract's payoff at the end of the accumulation phase under the real-world measure P (see, e.g., Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] ). 1 These payoff distributions are calculated for different products or product versions containing different types of guarantees. On the basis of the payoff distribution, several risk and performance measures are calculated to enable a comparison of different guarantee schemes. These risk measures include, inter alia, the mean and standard deviation, and several quantiles of the payoff distribution (see, e.g., Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] ; Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] ; Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] ). Performance measures, such as the Sharpe ratio, the omega, and the Sortino ratio, are determined, which are in line with maximizing expected utility for an individual decision-maker (see, e.g., Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] ). Furthermore, internal rates of return are computed, e.g., based on the mean payoff or for different quantiles of the payoff distribution (see Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] ). To make different products containing possibly different guarantee types comparable, two different approaches are applied. First, different contracts are calibrated that their guarantee costs calculated under the risk-neutral measure Q are equal for different types of guarantees (see, e.g., Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] ) and second, risk-neutral guarantee costs are charged as guarantee fees and, thus, subtracted from a contract's account value (see, e.g., Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] ). The impact of guarantees on the performance of pension 1 The case of the decumulation phase is considered in Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] , where the distribution of the annual payouts is determined. Guillé n et al. [31] b Guillé n et al. [32] a Notes: * tests for stochastic dominance are conducted; ** Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [36] provide a summary of Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] and thus they are omitted here; a cliquet-style guarantees are studied; b point-to-point guarantees are studied.
The second approach (right column in Table 2 ) calculates the difference between the yearly internal rate of return of the pension saving product and the corresponding yearly internal rate of return of a trivial benchmark strategy that is equivalent to the considered contract in terms of a predefined risk measure. This approach is introduced in Guillé n et al. [31] , where they consider a pension saving contract with its accumulation and decumulation phase. Fixed contributions during the accumulation phase and fixed annuity payments during the decumulation phase (decreasing annuity payments alternatively) are assumed, while mortality and surrender effects are ignored. More precisely, the pension saving contract's payoff distribution at the final age, i.e., at maturity after accumulation and decumulation phase, is calculated under the real-world measure P along with the value at risk and conditional value at risk, respectively. Then, a trivial portfolio is constructed that consists of bonds and stocks with a stock portion (constant stock portion throughout the contract term) leading to the same risk as the pension product according to the chosen risk measure. This portfolio is denoted as an equivalent trivial benchmark portfolio. Based on the payoffs' medians (alternatively means) at maturity of the considered contract and its trivial benchmark, the yearly internal rates of return are calculated and subtracted from each other. This provides a yearly financial loss or gain of the considered product compared to its trivial benchmark. As an alternative risk measure to determine the benchmark portfolio, the price of a point-to-point guarantee against a negative payoff at maturity, i.e., money-back guarantee, is considered. This guarantee has to be calculated under the risk-neutral measure Q for both types of contracts, i.e., for the pension product and its trivial benchmark.
Overview of Considered Products in the Selected Literature
We next present and classify the products that are considered in our sample of articles and clarify their link to pension savings, an illustration is given in Table 3 . However, we cannot go beyond short descriptions of the products or product classes, otherwise it would exceed the scope of the paper.
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We, thus, refer the reader directly to the corresponding papers for further details (in particular for mathematical definitions). It can be seen that the papers comprise various types of savings contracts from (partial) mutual fund investments with and without different types of guarantees to traditional life insurance products containing a saving process with a minimum interest rate guarantee and a bonus distribution scheme. First, we classify the considered contracts according to their embedded guarantees comprising cliquet-style guarantees, point-to-point guarantees, high watermark or lookback guarantees, and the case where no guarantee is applied.
In case of the cliquet-style guarantees or interest rate guarantees, three different product types can be found in the papers, namely a mutual fund investment with a yearly interest rate guarantee (see Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] ), participating life insurance contracts (see Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] ; Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] ; Guillé n et al. [32] ; and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] ), and a Danish formula based smoothed investment-linked annuity scheme called TimePension (see Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] ; and Guillé n et al. [31] ). Traditional participating life insurance contracts or also called traditional with-profits products have been a prominent way for pension savings and are available in several countries, e.g., in Denmark or Germany (see Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] ; and Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] ), where some specifics differ due to different national regulations. However, the basic product is very similar in essence. Policyholders participate in the collective savings process of a life insurance company through an insurance contract that guarantees a minimum interest rate guarantee every year and they have the right to receive surplus (bonus entitlement). Once surplus in one year is credited to the contract, this surplus amount is also subject to the interest rate guarantee, see, e.g., Bohnert and Gatzert [37] . Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] consider insurance contracts that qualify for the German government subsidization, i.e., these are called Riester contracts, but their Riester life insurance contract resembles typical participating life insurance contracts.
The Danish product TimePension combines the ideas of traditional participating life insurance contracts with pure unit-linked policies. While in case of traditional participating life insurance contracts, the total interest rate (guaranteed rate plus surplus) is set by the management for each year, TimePension contains a mathematically well-defined formula to calculate the total yearly return for a contract, i.e., it controls the distribution of generated funds to the two accounts. There are two accounts for TimePension, namely an individual account for each policyholder and a smoothing or buffer account belonging to all policyholders and the company, respectively (for a mathematical definition, see, e.g., Guillé n, Jørgensen, and Nielsen [12] ). In a strict sense, this guarantee can be seen as a further type of guarantee, but we classify it to cliquet-style guarantees, since there are similarities.
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Product (Class)
Product Name Article
Cliquet-style guarantee
Mutual fund with interest rate guarantee -Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] Participating life insurance German traditional participating life insurance Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] Traditional with-profits life insurance contract Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] Danish with-profit life insurance contract Guillé n et al. [32] Riester life insurance contract Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] Danish formula based smoothed investment-linked annuity scheme TimePension Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] Guillé n et al. [31] Point-to-point guarantee
Mutual fund with money-back guarantee
Static option based product Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] Mutual fund with money-back guarantee Gatzert [30] Riester fund product with a full Gatzert [30] United linked ** Guillé n et al. [31] Stocks 50 ** MarketPension ** Danica ** Nordea ** PFA ** Non-Riester fund product Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] Notes: * these two products are subsequently addressed together with the group of point-to-point guarantees;
** mutual funds themselves invest in stocks and bonds and differ with respect to their stock portion over time.
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In case of the point-to-point guarantees, there is one major group of products consisting of a mutual fund combined with a full or partial money-back guarantee that are secured via options (see, e.g., Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] ; Gatzert [30] ; and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] ). Two further products considered in Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] secure a money-back guarantee via constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) or an investment in a zero-bond. Next, the high watermark or lookback guarantees in mutual funds in Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] and Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] are also secured via options or a CPPI strategy, respectively.
For comparison reasons and to measure the impact of guarantees on the performance of a pension saving product, the papers consider benchmark investments without guarantees. The products here basically differ with respect to their cost structure or the mutual fund's stock portion over time. Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] include two different types of mutual funds without guarantees, namely a mutual fund with a higher cost structure and an exchange-traded fund with a lower cost structure. Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] include three different fund investments that differ in their riskiness, i.e., their stock portion over time, which are denoted as equity fund, balanced fund, and life-cycle fund. Guillé n et al. [31] consider several different mutual fund investments that, inter alia, mimic investment strategies of funds that are available at the Danish market (united linked, stocks 50, MarketPension, Danica, Nordea, and PFA). These contracts do not contain a guarantee per se, but in their performance measurement approach, where contracts are calibrated based on risk measures, they apply a money-back guarantee as risk measure for all considered contracts (including TimePension).
The Impact of Guarantees on the Performance of Life Insurance Contracts
We next present selected articles that measure and compare the performance of pension saving schemes without and with guarantees, while we focus on cliquet-style and point-to-point guarantees representing typical guarantees in traditional and innovative life insurance.
Cliquet-Style Guarantees: The Case of Traditional Participating Life Insurance
Four articles are considered that analyze, inter alia, cliquet-style guarantees in traditional life insurance contracts with respect to their impact on the performance of the contracts. Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] and Guillé n et al. [32] study the case of Denmark, whereas Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] focus on Germany. An overview of the articles containing information on the considered products and guarantees, some analysis characteristics, the performance measurement approach, and some key findings is provided in Table 4 . Notes: * indicates that a product with a cliquet-style guarantee is outperformed by the considered benchmarks products (see column "some key findings" for more details).
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As can be seen from Table 4 , all considered papers study the pension saving schemes' performance for the contracts' accumulation phases. While Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] focus on the accumulation phase only, Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] and Guillé n et al. [32] do additionally integrate the decumulation phase into their analyses. However, the decumulation phase is assumed to have a fixed term to maturity, where mortality and surrender are not accounted for. In general, mortality and surrender effects have not been modeled by Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] , Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] , and Guillé n et al. [32] . In contrast to this, Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] consider mortality and surrender in their model framework by applying mortality and surrender ratios over time based on market data. Furthermore, the considered papers differ in their way of handling possible fees and charges. While Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] and Guillé n et al. [32] refrain from modeling fees, Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] do include different fees for the considered types of contracts, and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] model fees and charges in detail based on market data for selected and representative insurance companies. Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] further study Riester contracts that are subsidized by the German government, but for comparability reasons they do not include government grants or tax benefits in their analysis.
Next, surplus distribution with the surplus fund (buffer) level at inception of a traditional participating life insurance contract can have a considerable impact on the contract's financial performance over time. While all considered papers except for Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] do exclude buffer effects from the analysis, Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] compare several different contract generations including the cases, where the surplus fund is empty at contract inception or completely filled with a target buffer rate. With respect to surplus distribution, Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] apply an approach that the bonus smoothing is "generation neutral" but omit details of the model. While, Guillén et al. [32] model their bonus distribution based on Grosen and Jørgensen [3] , Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] assume the contracts' surplus distribution rates to be normally distributed and calibrated with market data. Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] model the bonus distribution based on Kling, Richter, and Russ [38] .
As further can be seen from Table 4 , all considered studies indicate that pension saving products with cliquet-style guarantees are outperformed by most of their benchmark products in terms of the considered and different performance measurement approaches. Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] , Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] , and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] each consider a contract including a cliquet-style guarantee and different benchmark products for which they calculate several risk and performance measures based on the different considered contracts' simulated payoff distributions (first approach in Table 2 ). They thereby use typical alternative pension saving products as benchmarks. Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] use a pure unit-linked contract (without any guarantee) and the Danish formula-based smoothed investment-linked annuity called TimePension as benchmarks. Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] use a mutual fund and exchange-traded fund as benchmarks, which do not feature any guarantee and which differ with respect to their fees and charges. Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] compare the product featuring a cliquet-style guarantee to fund product with a full money-back guarantee (point-to-point guarantee) and a fund product without any guarantee. In contrast to this, Guillé n et al. [32] follow the second approach and calculate internal rates of return of the considered pension products with cliquet-style guarantees, which are compared to the internal rates of return of an equivalent trivial benchmark strategy leading to the same risk under a given risk measure (see also 
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a minimum interest rate guarantee to their trivial benchmarks and find that all of these with-profit policies are outperformed by their equivalent trivial benchmark portfolios.
We next present the papers more closely including their model framework and some of their key findings. Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] compare the performance of a traditional with-profits scheme to a pure unit-linked contract and a formula based smoothed investment-linked annuity scheme that was first introduced in the Danish market in 2002 with the name "TimePension" (see Guillé n, Jørgensen, and Nielsen [12] ; Linnemann, Bruhn, and Steffensen [39] ). They, thereby, take both, the accumulation as well as the decumulation phase into account. The with-profits scheme comprises a cliquet-style interest rate guarantee along with a bonus distribution mechanism and virtually resembles a deferred annuity contract with a fixed payout phase, i.e., mortality effects are ignored to make the contracts comparable. In contrast to this, the unit-linked policy does not include any type of guarantee and in case of TimePension, a mathematically pre-defined surplus smoothing scheme is applied that does not involve an interest rate guarantee (here, the annual interest rate that is credited to the savings account is also allowed to be negative in bad years).
To compare the three types of contracts, the payoff distribution is calculated under the real-world measure P for each year in the payout phase (35 years accumulation phase and 20 years decumulation phase). However, the products' asset allocations vary with respect to stocks and bonds, i.e., the stock portion for the traditional contract is 25%, 35% for the unit-linked product, and 50% for TimePension. Thus, the average pension benefits are highest in case of TimePension. However, the traditional contract with cliquet-style guarantees and TimePension have both comparably stable results, whereas the unit-linked payoffs are much more volatile. In addition to this, the results show that TimePension has more upside potential than the traditional contracts with the minimum interest rate guarantee. Thus, they show that stable payoffs do not have to be necessarily generated by interest rate guarantees, since TimePension leads to payoffs that are comparably stable and do not feature cliquet-style guarantees. In addition to this, TimePension has a higher upside potential than traditional products. However, TimePension features a different type of "guarantee", namely a predefined surplus distribution formula that generates stable payoffs. Their findings further show that the traditional with-profits life insurance contract is outperformed by the two benchmark products in all considered cases, expect the worst market scenarios in which the traditional scheme performs best (i.e., with respect to the 5% quantile of the size of pension benefits).
Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] analyze the performance of traditional participating life insurance contracts and compare it to the performance of a mutual fund and an exchange-traded fund. They, thereby, consider a participating life insurance contract with a cliquet-style minimum interest rate guarantee and a bonus distribution mechanism, which can be found in the German market. In comparison to this, the two funds are modeled without an investment guarantee and the exchange-traded fund is characterized by a lower cost structure than the mutual fund. In order to analyze the impact of the cliquet-style guarantee and the bonus distribution mechanism on the life insurance contract's investment result and for comparability reasons, the participating life insurance contract is decomposed in a term life insurance and a savings part with the focus on the latter. They further account for the life insurer's management discretion and for cross-subsidization effects between different cohorts of policyholders, which can play an important role in the balance sheet of a traditional life insurer.
As a basis of the performance measurement, they calculate the final payoff distribution under the real-world risk measure P of the three products considered, i.e., the participating life insurance contract (PLI) in the accumulation phase, the mutual fund (MF), and the exchange-traded fund (ETF). In order to account for the cross-subsidization effects, they distinguish between a participating life insurance contract, where the surplus fund has already been built up by previous policyholders ("PLI contract 3") and between a contract that starts with an empty surplus fund ("PLI contract 1"). Apart from providing some descriptive statistics, they first compare the mean payoff and several quantiles (median, and the quantiles for 5%, 25%, 75%, and 95%) of the payoff distribution for the four contracts, which are all highest for the exchange-traded fund. Next, they, inter alia, apply the risk measures Sharpe ratio, omega, and Sortino ratio by following Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] . The findings reveal that the three risk measures lead to the highest values (best) in case of the exchange-traded fund and the lowest values (worst) for the participating life insurance contract that starts with an empty surplus fund (PLI contract 1). In case of PLI contract 1, the surplus fund has first to be built up, through which later contract generations can benefit from. In turn, the participating life insurance contract starting with a high surplus fund (PLI contract 3) benefits from this surplus distribution mechanism and achieves higher values (better) for the considered risk measures than the mutual fund.
Thus, they show that cliquet-style guarantees considerably reduce performance compared to benchmark portfolios, but depending on the cost structure of the benchmark portfolios, participating life insurance can also be competitive, in case the participating life insurance contracts' buffer has already been built up (PLI contract 3). While Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] explicitly model different buffer stages, Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] assume the bonus smoothing to be "generation neutral", i.e., the buffer is kept on a certain level and a policyholder does not have to initially build it up. Guillé n et al. [32] also consider the group level and do not distinguish between different policyholders (on policy level) having to build up the buffer.
Guillé n et al. [32] analyze the performance of four Danish with-profits policies. The focus is laid on assessing the impact of an embedded minimum interest rate guarantee on the performance of the with-profits policies, i.e., the price of the interest rate guarantee is determined and expressed in lost returns. They thereby apply the performance measurement approach by Guillé n et al. [31] . Hence, they model a with-profits strategy and compare it to an equivalent trivial benchmark strategy that invests a fixed proportion in stocks and bonds for the contract term, while keeping the risk of the two strategies equal for given risk measure, for which the expected shortfall is applied. Guillé n et al. [32] model the with-profit policy's bonus distribution based on Grosen and Jørgensen [3] and they assume the bonus smoothing to be generation neutral (see, e.g., Jørgensen and Linnemann [27] ) with an initial buffer level that equals the target buffer level for all contracts. So, they do not consider contracts that, first, have to build up the buffer and, thus, would be in a considerable disadvantage to later contract generations (see, e.g., Faust, Schmeiser, and Zemp [28] ). They further consider the accumulation as well as decumulation phase over the product's contract term. On the basis of the median of final payoff distribution under the real-world measure P, they calculate the internal interest rates for each with-profits policy and the corresponding benchmark strategy.
Their findings reveal that all four with-profits policies that exist in the Danish insurance market are outperformed by the trivial benchmark strategies on the basis of a risk level of 95% with the expected shortfall as the relevant risk measure. They state that the financial loss, as a consequence of the interest rate guarantees, can reduce the return up to 0.87% per year compared to a benchmark strategy. Their results also show that the financial loss is larger for higher interest rate guarantees. They further show that there are no considerable differences among the performance of with-profit policies on the Danish life insurance market. It can further be seen in their analysis that minimum interest rate guarantees are only a meaningful product feature for policyholders that are extremely risk averse, e.g., at a risk level of 99.9%.
Guillé n et al. [32] further point out that the buffer level in Denmark in 2012 is lower for most of the life insurers than assumed in the paper and, thus, results would have to be worse than calculated in the paper. In addition to this, Guillé n et al. [32] decompose the sources of underperformance of the with-profits contracts in three components denoted as the "law of the triple blow": (1) underperformance arises from the mechanism of participating in surplus; (2) risk premium for the interest rate guarantee has to be paid; and (3) policyholders become more risk averse after a relative loss compared to a benchmark. Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] analyze the performance of three types of pension schemes with focus on the German Riester products that are subsidized by the German government. First, they consider Riester life insurance contracts with a minimum interest rate guarantee and the right to receive surplus (cliquet-style guarantee); second, they include Riester fund products comprising a full money-back guarantee (point-to-point guarantee); and third, non-Riester fund products without any investment guarantee are considered. In order to compare the performance of these three types of pension schemes, they conduct a simulation analysis, where the contracts' specific cost structures are modeled in detail with a parameterization based on market data. While default risk is ignored, their model further takes surrender and mortality into account in the form of specific surrender and mortality rates that are applied for each year and which are also taken from market data. Since the focus is laid on the accumulation phase (pension period is ignored), the contracts' payoff distributions at the end of the accumulation phase are calculated under the real-world measure P and are compared via performance measures, namely the Sharpe ratio and Sortino ratio.
The results in Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] show in respect to the contracts' comparative performance assessment that the non-Riester fund products (no guarantee), in particular its version with a low ETF cost structure, are clearly preferred according to the Sharpe ratio and Sortino ratio. The findings further rank the Riester fund products (point-to-point guarantee) as second best and the Riester life insurance contract (cliquet-style guarantee) as third, i.e., worst in the analysis with regard to the risk measures considered. The results further demonstrate the considerable stable payoffs in case of the Riester life insurance contract, which are substantially less volatile compared to the two other types of contracts.
Point-to-Point Guarantees: The Case of Unit-Linked and Innovative Life Insurance
We next focus on studying the performance of pension saving schemes featuring a point-to-point guarantee, such as a money-back guarantee, based on a selection of articles consisting of Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] , Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] , Gatzert [30] , Guillé n et al. [31] , and again Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] . A comparative presentation of these articles is given in Table 5 .
As can be seen from Table 5 , all considered papers focus only on the policies' accumulation phases, except for Guillé n et al. [31] that take the accumulation and decumulation phases into account. It can be further seen that fees and charges are ignored in case of Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] , Gatzert [30] , and Guillé n et al. [31] , whereas typical costs based on market data are included in the analyses by Graf, Risks 2015, 3
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Kling, and Russ [29] and Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] . 2 Except for Mahlow, Schmeiser, and
Wagner [33] , mortality and surrender effects are excluded in all considered articles. While the results in Guillé n et al. [31] exhibit that all considered Danish life-cycle pension strategies are outperformed by equivalent trivial benchmark strategies, Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] show that their non-Riester fund product without a guarantee outperforms the Riester fund product with a full money-back guarantee (point-to-point guarantee), which in turn outperforms the Riester life insurance contract with an interest rate guarantee and surplus participation (cliquet-style guarantee) according to the performance measures Sharpe ratio and Sortino ratio (see also Table 4 ).
Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] compare a fund investment with a point-to-point guarantee to a lookback guarantee and find that the results for the performance measures (Sharpe ratio, omega, and Sortino ratio) depend on the underlying fund characteristics and on how the guarantee is secured (CPPI vs. option-based approach). In accordance to this, the results in Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] also emphasize that the risk-return profiles are shaped by the money-back guarantee and the approach to secure the guarantee, which has a considerable impact on a contract's performance. Gatzert [30] contrasts the cases of a mutual fund investment including a money-back guarantee and no guarantee, and finds that the case without an investment guarantee leads to the highest values for the Sharpe ratio and omega, whereas the Sortino ratio is highest in case of a point-to-point investment guarantee. Thus, the findings in Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] , Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] , and Gatzert [30] indicate that it depends on the chosen risk and performance measure whether a contract with a money-back guarantee is outperformed by its benchmark or not. -See Table 4 -See Table 4 -See Table 4 -Performance measures (Sharpe ratio and Notes: * indicates that the product with a point-to-point guarantee is outperformed by the considered benchmarks products (see column "some key findings" for more details).
Moreover, we present the considered articles in more detail, while for Mahlow, Schmeiser, and Wagner [33] we refer to the previous section.
Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] analyze the impact of investment guarantees on the performance of a mutual fund. They thereby consider two types of guarantees, namely a lookback guarantee and an interest rate guarantee. The latter ensures a minimum interest rate on the premiums paid and is evaluated at maturity which, thus, represents a point-to-point guarantee at maturity. They further distinguish between two cases for ensuring a guarantee. First, a constant proportion portfolio insurance (CPPI) strategy secures a guaranteed payoff and does not require a separate payment for guarantee costs, since they are implicitly contained in the strategy. Second, a conventional fund is considered, where the guarantee price calculated under the risk-neutral Q has to be paid for risk management instruments. In order to compare the two types of guarantees, the mutual funds' payoff distributions at maturity are calculated under the real-world measure P. In case of the conventional fund, the fair guarantee prices are set to be equal, i.e., the interest rate guarantee level is calibrated such the guarantee prices of the interest rate guarantee and the lookback guarantee are equal. The payoff distributions are evaluated with different risk measures including omega, the Sharpe and Sortino ratio. They further test for first, second, and third degree stochastic dominance.
In case of the CPPI managed fund, a minimum interest rate guarantee of 0%, which resembles a point-to-point money-back guarantee is compared to a lookback guarantee. The mutual fund equipped with the money-back guarantee leads to a higher expected maturity payoff with a higher standard deviation compared to the lookback guarantee. The performance measures indicate a higher Sharpe ratio for the money-back guarantee and lower values for the Sortino ratio and omega compared to the lookback guarantee. In case of the conventional fund, the guarantee costs for both types of guarantees are set equal by adjusting the interest rate guarantee level which is, thus, greater than zero. The results show a higher expected payoff for the lookback guarantee with a lower standard deviation compared to the interest rate guarantee for equal guarantee costs. The results of the three risk measures depend on the riskiness of the underlying fund. While all three risk measures are higher for the lookback guarantee for a less risky underlying portfolio, the Sortino ratio and omega are higher for the interest rate guarantee for the more risky portfolio. The findings further show that a lookback guarantee is very expensive for an underlying portfolio with a high volatility. Furthermore, in no case a first, second, or third degree stochastic dominance is found.
Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] compare the performance of seven old-age provision products on the basis of risk-return profiles and downside risk measures. Each of these seven products represent a category of a typical pension saving scheme for the accumulation phase, e.g., in the German insurance market. On the one hand, they consider contracts without any type of investment guarantee, i.e., three out of the seven contracts are either a pure equity investment (100% stocks and denoted as equity fund) or a portfolio consisting of stocks and bonds, where the stock portion is constant over time (50% stocks and denoted as balanced fund) or decreasing over time in case of the life-cycle fund (starting with 100% stocks). On the other hand, four contracts are considered that feature a money-back guarantee at maturity (point-to-point guarantee), which is provided in various ways: (1) an equity fund investment is combined with the purchase of a corresponding option that ensures the point-to-point guarantee (option based product); (2) single premium or contract's account value is invested in zero-bonds and an equity fund, where the money-back guarantee is achieved by the zero-bond investment (zero-bond plus underlying); Risks 2015, 3 538 (3) the contract's account value is dynamically reallocated between an equity fund (risky asset) and bond investment (risk-free asset) according to a policyholder's individual constant proportion portfolio insurance strategy (iCPPI); and (4) single premium or contract's account value is invested in a mutual fund featuring a CPPI strategy to secure the money-back guarantee (CPPI high watermark). While the paper aims to support a customer's decision-making process toward the right pension saving product in accordance with the customer's needs, it also compares pension saving products with and without guarantees. The paper thus illustrates and assesses the impact of a money-back guarantee on the performance of pension saving schemes, in particular different ways of ensuring this guarantee are compared.
In order to compare the contracts, Graf, Kling, and Russ [29] calculate the maturity payoff distribution under the real-world measure P (for contract terms of 12 and 30 years). In case of the option based product, i.e., where the money-back guarantee is secured via options, the guarantee price is determined under the risk-neutral measure Q and subtracted from the underlying fund in terms of guarantee fees. The resulting distributions of the contracts' maturity benefits are then compared based on risk-return profiles including the expected return and several quantiles, the internal rate of return (IRR), and downside risk measures. Furthermore, they test for first order stochastic dominance.
The results show that the impact of a money-back guarantee on the performance of the saving product varies depending on how the guarantee is secured. First, they do not find one superior pension scheme with respect to first order stochastic dominance, i.e., products have different risk-return profiles that suit different customer's needs. A ranking for single premium contracts (with a contract term of 12 years) in regard to the expected maturity payoff starts with the equity fund (without guarantee) that generates the highest expected return, followed by the products with guarantees, i.e., the iCPPI, the option based product, the zero-bond plus underlying, and lastly the CPPI high watermark. However, when comparing the payoffs' medians this ranking changes considerably and starts with the zero-bond plus underlying, followed by the CPPI high watermark, the option-based product, and lastly the iCPPI. In turn, the iCPPI with the money-back guarantee has an upside potential that is comparable to the equity fund that features no guarantee.
Gatzert [30] studies the performance of a mutual fund for different premium payment schemes and for various levels of a point-to-point investment guarantee. In the model framework, an investment of 100% stocks is considered and the portfolio's final payoff distribution is calculated under the real-world measure P, while guarantee prices are determined under the risk-neutral measure Q and kept constant for various cases to make them comparable. For evaluating the performance, Gatzert [30] follows Gatzert and Schmeiser [26] and applies the preference-dependent performance measures Sharpe ratio, omega, and Sortino ratio to the simulated payoff distribution at maturity. Gatzert [30] highlights that the performance measures that are being applied to evaluate risk-return profiles have to be in line with the decision makers' risk preferences. The Sortino ratio represents a measure for more risk-averse policyholder, since the downside risk is thereby explicitly taken into account, while the Sharpe ratio is rather for less risk-averse policyholders and omega is in between these two.
The results in Gatzert [30] contrasting the cases with and without the point-to-point investment guarantee show that the expected final net payoffs exhibit the highest value and the highest volatility in case of no guarantee, which does then not include any downside protection. Thus the findings for the case of no guarantee are preferred by policyholders that decide on the basis of the Sharpe ratio or omega, since their values are higher for these cases than the Sortino ratio. In contrast to this, the Sortino ratio is highest Risks 2015, 3 539 in case of a point-to-point guarantee, e.g. a money-back guarantee. The findings further reveal that the Sortino ratios increase with an increasing value of the point-to-point guarantee, whereas the Sharpe ratios and omegas decrease in the corresponding cases.
Guillé n et al. [31] analyze and compare the performance of pension strategies that are available in the Danish market and they thereby introduce a new approach to measure the products' performance. In total, seven different products are considered. Five contracts are products by the largest insurers in Denmark, namely Danica, PFA, Nordea, and SEB (with Market Pension and TimePension) and two contracts are trivial investment strategies with a fixed stock portion for the accumulation phase and the whole contract term, respectively. For each pension strategy, the investment process and return mechanism is given by a mathematical algorithm in case of TimePension or simply by the stock portion function over time in case of the six other strategies, i.e., the products are transparent to the policyholders. The model framework does further take the accumulation and decumulation phase into account, where premiums are paid for 30 years (from age 30 to 60) and afterwards annuity payments are received either as constant or decreasing annuities for 30 years (from age 60 to 90). Mortality and surrender is thereby ignored. These cash flows are fixed a priori, i.e., the premiums are set to 10 per year (for 30 years) and the annuity payments are 10 per year in case of constant annuities (for 30 years), and in case of decreasing annuities the payments are 20 for 10 years, followed by 5 for 20 years. While thus the sum of premium payments is set equal to the sum of annuity payments (for both types of annuities), the final wealth at maturity (at age 90) has to be studied and can also be negative meaning that the annuity payments to the policyholders would have to be discontinued prior to maturity in such a scenario.
In order to assess a contract's performance, the yearly internal rate of return is calculated. In a next step, this rate is compared to the internal rate of return of an equivalent trivial benchmark strategy. A trivial benchmark is given by an investment strategy with a fixed stock portion (and the remainder is invested risk-free) with the same amount of risk as compared to the considered pension strategy expressed by a relevant risk measure. Thus, the contracts' payoff distributions at maturity are calculated. First, this is done under the real-world measure P to determine the two risk measures value at risk and conditional tail expectation by means of the distributions' medians and means (at a 5% level). Second, the fair price of a point-to-point guarantee that ensures the ability for annuity payments until maturity (i.e., that the final wealth is not negative) is calculated under the risk-neutral measure Q. For these three risk measures, the equivalent trivial benchmark strategies are determined. Finally, the difference of the yearly internal rates of return for the pension strategy and its equivalent benchmark is considered as financial loss per year. The results show that all considered pension saving strategies are outperformed by means of the yearly financial loss by their benchmark strategies.
Summary and Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we provide a presentation of selected studies that investigate the performance of pension saving contracts with investment guarantees and which thereby (explicitly or implicitly) study the impact of these guarantees on the performance of the pension products. In particular, we focus on two types of guarantees, namely the cliquet-style guarantees that can typically be found in traditional life insurance contracts, and point-to-point guarantees, such as a money-guarantee that is often applied in innovative life insurance financial products.
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The review of the considered studies shows that they can be classified in two groups with respect to their performance measurement approaches. Articles belonging to the first group simulate the pension contracts' payoff distribution under the real-world measure P (including the guarantees under study) and evaluate the resulting distributions by means of risk and performance measures. Apart from comparing payoff distributions of contracts with and without guarantees in the first approach, articles in the second group contrast internal rates of return of the considered pension product with internal rates of return of an equivalent trivial benchmark strategy, which is composed of stocks and bonds with fixed portions over time. Equivalent relates here to the calibration of the benchmark portfolio that has to lead to the same risk as the pension product for a predefined risk measure.
Overall, the results show that guarantees in pension saving products are expensive in the sense that they can reduce a contract's performance, which considerably depends on the type of guarantee. In addition to this, financial guarantees have a substantial impact on the characteristics of risk-return profiles. In particular, the studies show that not only the guarantee itself, but also the way the guarantee is secured, e.g., via a CPPI strategy or by risk management methods such as options, plays an important role in shaping a contract's risk-return profile along with its risk and performance measures. Furthermore, results differ for the two considered types of guarantees. In case of the point-to-point guarantees, mostly analyzed in the form of a money-back guarantee, results do not provide a uniform picture, i.e., the articles' findings demonstrate that it depends on the particular risk and performance measure whether a contract featuring a money-back guarantee is outperformed by a benchmark contract or not. In contrast to this, the results of the considered articles mostly agree with respect to cliquet-style guarantees and exhibit that traditional pension saving contracts, including a cliquet-style guarantee, are, in general, outperformed by various benchmark products. This also holds true for both performance measurement approaches. Here, benchmark products comprise an equivalent trivial benchmark portfolio as stated above and also further pension saving products as typical life insurance financial products. The considered studies further exhibit that the analyses mainly focus on the contracts' accumulation phases, whereas a comprehensive study including the accumulation and decumulation phase is only conducted by two papers, which might further be interesting for future research.
In summary, we provide a traditional literature review of studies that assess the impact of typical guarantees on the performance of pension saving strategies, while we thereby focus on cliquet-style guarantees and point-to-point guarantees. Results show that guarantees can have a considerable impact on shaping a pension saving contract's payoff distribution and on the overall contract's financial performance. While customers should be aware of that and knowingly choose guarantees that fit their needs, insurers should provide guarantees when designing new life insurance financial products, for which customers are knowingly willing to accept a reduction in performance.
